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We show that guilt results in less favorable evaluations of an object that visually reminds the consumer of a transgression. We propose

that consumers intuitively believe that hiding the guilt-ridden product in the closet facilitates affect regulation. Therefore, this results

in disliking of objects perceived to interfere with this process.
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Consider Jane who is shopping for a present for a friend’s birthday party that evening. She gets distracted and ends up shopping 
for a new pair of jeans for herself. She hears an announcement, that the store will close in 5 minutes, and that customers need to make 
their way to the check out. She buys her new jeans, but did buy a present. Jane feels guilty about this transgression. Will this affect 
Jane’s liking of her new jeans? This paper investigates whether feeling guilty affects the liking of the product that reminds people of a 
transgression. We propose that guilty people, compared to non-guilty people, will evaluate the jeans less favorably, but only if the jeans 
are visible after the transgression. Why? Because people believe that seeing the jeans will interfere with effective affect regulation efforts, 
therefore reducing their evaluation of the reminder. Our results provide the first insight into why people adopt covert coping behaviors, 
such as hiding the tainted product in the closet (Dahl, Honea, and Manchanda 2003).

Consumers engage in affect regulation to alleviate feelings of guilt, such as suppressing unwanted thoughts and feelings about 
the event (Tice and Bratslavsky 2000). Different strategies exist for this process (Gross 1998). The strategy chosen depends not only 
on the effectiveness of the tactic, but also on people’s metacognitive intuitions regarding the perceived effectiveness of the strategy 
(Loewenstein 2007). Therefore, having the object involved in the transgression subsequently in sight, may be perceived as interfering 
with this process, and result in a devaluation of the object. 

Method
One hundred participants were randomly assigned to dyads. In the no-guilt condition, one member of each dyad was presented 

with a black pen and two green pens and asked to choose one and give another pen to the other dyad member. In the guilt-condition, the 
dyad member that was allowed to choose a pen was informed that participants with a green pen would have to stay 20 minutes longer 
than participants with a black pen. We expected participants to choose the black pen and to feel guilty. This is exactly what happened. 
Participants in the not guilty condition were not given a choice, nor were they aware of any differences in the timing of their condition. 

Participants were assigned to one of the four conditions of a 2 (guilt: guilt, no guilt) X 2 (pen visibility: visible, not visible) design. 
There were two different color pens: green and black. Participants were informed that if they chose the green pen, they would not have 
to do an extra task, but that the person next to them would have to stay for an extra 20 minutes. However, if they chose the black pen, 
they would have to stay instead. A manipulation check confirmed that participants in the guilty condition felt more guilty than those in 
the not guilty condition. 

Following the guilt manipulation, participants were required to complete a second consumer choice task During this task the pen 
was either removed, and participants completed the choices on a computer (not visible) or the pen was placed in a clear plastic pen 
holder beside the computer. Finally, participants evaluated the perceived cognitive difficulty of the consumer choice task, and evaluated 
the pen (0=very bad, 100=very good) as part of a general survey of the lab experience. 

Results
Guilt Compliance Rate. Overall, 87% of participants in the guilt condition chose the ‘leave early’ pen. Therefore, the analysis 

comprised of 87 participants.
Pen Evaluation. A 2 (guilt: guilt, no guilt) X 2 (pen visibility: visible, not visible) ANOVA conducted on participants pen evaluation 

revealed a significant interaction (F(1, 83)=5.70, p<.02). Guilty participants rated the pen less favorably when the pen was in sight 
(M=66.96) compared to out of sight (M=81.74). In contrast, in the non-guilty participants, participants rated the pen more favorably 
when visible after the pen choice task (M=82.25), compared to when the pen was removed from sight (M=67.38).

Perceived Difficulty. A 2 (guilt: guilt, no guilt) X 2 (pen visibility: visible, not visible) ANOVA conducted on participants perceived 
difficultly revealed a significant interaction (F(1, 83)=3.70, p<.05). Guilty participants rated found the binary choice task more difficult 
when the pen was visible, compared to the not visible condition. The perceived difficulty suggests that guilty participants with a visible 
reminder were engaged in more effortful affect regulation, which is cognitively taxing (Richards and Gross 2000).

Discussion
We show that guilt may result in a less favorable evaluation of a reminder object when in sight. We propose that this occurs because 

guilty participants believe that a visible reminder interferes with attempts at affect regulation. Our current work examines whether the 
effect is driven by the pen in sight (interfering with affect regulation ‘haunting effect’) or the pen removed from sight (allowing for 
successful regulation). We did not include a subsequent measure of guilt in the present study. Alternatively, the reminder may merely 
support intuitive beliefs that thought suppression is an effective strategy for regulating guilt, regardless of whether there is an actual 
reduction in experienced guilt. If this is the case, we might expect a misattribution of anger to the reminder object due to perceptions 
of goal inhibition. Hence, we are also investigating how people monitor their progress when affectively regulating. To sum, our results 
suggest that hiding a guilt ridden reminder–a seemingly unusual reaction–may in fact be an adaptive strategy for guilt regulation. 
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The Big Cost of Small Problems: Ironic Effects of Malfunction Severity on Enjoyment
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Consumers frequently face product malfunctions that vary in severity. One might reasonably assume that the negative impact of a 
malfunction on consumer enjoyment is proportional to the severity of the malfunction. In other words, larger malfunctions should lower 
enjoyment more than smaller malfunctions. In this paper, we propose that this is not always true and that more minor malfunctions can 
reduce enjoyment more than objectively larger malfunctions. This paradoxical result is possible because of the persistence of smaller 
malfunctions. Consumers tend to address larger malfunctions immediately while allowing smaller malfunctions to persist.

We hypothesize that smaller malfunctions are allowed to persist because of an affective forecasting error in which the long-term 
impact of the malfunction is underestimated. We also hypothesize that following an initial decision to not repair a product problem, 
inaction inertia takes over reducing the likelihood that the decision will be revisited.

The underestimation of a smaller malfunction’s long-term negative impact on enjoyment is an affective forecasting error where the 
individual inaccurately predicts how a future state will make them feel. The idea that small problems could be more harmful than larger 
ones has been suggested previously in the affective forecasting literature (e.g. Wilson & Gilbert 2003). Wilson, Gilbert and colleagues 
have also demonstrated that this effect can occur in the domain of emotional experience because psychological processes that ameliorate 
distress are only triggered when a certain threshold of distress is reached (Gilbert et al. 2004).

The affective forecasting error that we explore in the domain of product repairs is atypical in its direction. In general, research has 
found evidence of a consistent impact bias, whereby individuals overestimate the continued impact a specific event will have on their 
future emotional experience (Wilson & Gilbert 2003). Here we believe underestimation is more likely because the malfunction is a 
persistent state rather than a discrete event and because consumers may fail to account for the malfunction at all in there forecasts due 
to a perception that the malfunction is too minor to impact enjoyment.

Once a consumer has decided not to repair a malfunction, inaction inertia prolongs the malfunction. Inaction inertia refers to the 
decreased likelihood of taking an attractive course of action when a similar and superior course of action has been previously foregone 
(Tykocinski & Pittman 1998; Tykocinski, Pittman & Tuttle 1995). Therefore, even if consumers recognize that a persistent malfunction 
should be repaired, they will be unlikely to repair it because they have missed a superior opportunity to repair in a previous time period.

Two experiments tested these hypotheses. In both experiments, participants experienced a malfunction with a hedonic product, had 
the option of repairing it and then continued to use the product in its repaired or unrepaired state. The key dependent measure in both 
studies was participants’ self reports of enjoyment with the product.

Experiment 1 used a video viewing experience in which participants watched stand-up comedy on a computer screen. The 
malfunctions in this study were 2-4 second bursts of audio static. In the larger malfunction condition they occurred 8 times per minute, 
while in the smaller malfunction condition they occurred 2 times per minute. Malfunction severity was manipulated between subject. 
In both conditions, participants saw a 30 second preview clip and then watched a 10 minute clip. Participants could fix the malfunction 
at any time during the 10 minute clip by pressing a button. The cost of fixing the problem was one minute of mute (no audio at all). As 
predicted, participants in the larger malfunction condition were more likely to fix the problem, fixed the problem earlier in the clip and 
reported enjoying the video more than participants in the smaller malfunction condition.

Experiment 2 used a computer game experience in which a repair to the malfunction could only be made prior to the start of the 
experience. Participants played a game called Snake, in which they used the arrow keys to control a snake on screen and attempted to 
eat apples without crashing into the sides of the game area or the snake’s body. The malfunctions in this study were random moves that 
turned the snake without the participant’s control. These occurred 20 times per minute in the larger malfunction condition and 5 times 
per minute in the smaller malfunction condition. In line with our predictions, participants in the larger malfunction condition were more 
likely to repair the malfunction and reported enjoying the game more than participants in the smaller malfunction condition.

The decision of whether or not to fix a minor malfunction has important consequences for both the consumer and the marketer. 
The decision will directly affect the consumer’s short and long-term enjoyment of the product. The marketer will be indirectly affected 
by the consumer’s retrospective evaluation of the product experience which in turn will influence behaviors such as repeat purchase and 
word-of-mouth communications with other consumers. 

It is not the case that all malfunctions should be fixed, but we find evidence suggesting that there is a class of minor malfunctions that 
consumers typically do not fix that significantly impair enjoyment. Our results suggest that consumers may not always make normative 
repair decisions and that marketers might improve consumer experience by offering decision assistance to the consumer. 


